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The problem of interaction 
between perceptive and art} 
culatory aspects in foreign 
language teaching is inves- 
tigated. The possibility of 
correct comparison of so— 
unds in mother  tongue and 
foreign language in these 
aspects is demonstrated and 
the method to define die— 
tinct criteria of typology— 
cal identity is suggested.  
The experimental results 
show the effectivity of the 
method in teaching produc— 
tion and perception of fore- 
ign language_under the con— 
ditions of bilinguism. 

Lately linguistic: treat: 
the problem of language sy— 
stems interaction under con- 
ditions of bilinguism and 
multilinguism quite often. 
One of the most important 
aspects in this respect is 
the way the languages are 
to be studied. There is a 
natural bilinguism that ta- 
kes place under conditions 
of direct communication be— 
tween the speakers whose 
mother tongue is not the sa- 
me, and artificial bilingup 
ism.which occurs under par— 
ticular circumstances when 
a foreign language is taugm 
in educational institutions. 
These two forms differ from 
each other by their motiva— 
tion.In the first case the 
principal aim is to exchan— 
ge information while the 
forms of expressing ideas 
are more or less neglected.  
In the second occasion the 
pupils' attention is direc— 
ted to the accentlesa mas— 
tering of the language. In 
this situation the language 
systems interaction is "re— 
duced" to influence of the 
pupil's mother tongue (MI) 
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on the foreign language(FL) 
studied. In case of natural 
bilinguism a mutual effect 
of two contacting languages 
can be noticed. Both forms 
are to be closely examined 
by linguiste and specialiSB 
of adjacent sciences. 
Natural multilinguism is 
characteristic for the situ- 
ation which has taken place 
in the Soviet Union. When 
Russian and national langu— 
ages interact, their influ— 
once on each other is doub- 
tless: the Russian language 
spoken by the representati— 
ves of other nationalities 
acquires quite definite pho 
netic properties which are 
connected with.the phonolo— 
gical and phonetic charac— 
teristics of either of na— 
tional sound systems. Such 
interaction resulta.in spe— 
cific “national" variants 
of Russian language. This 
variant is typical not only 
for the representatives of 
national language but for 
Russiana living in the Re— 
publics. It has been notic— 
ed that the peculiaritiea 
of sound realisation are 
caused by the Russian lan- 
guage used in the Republic. 
but not the national langu— 
age of the Republic itself. 
It is known that the arti— 
ficial form of contactscan 
be regarded as a satisfac- 
tory model of natural pro— 
cesses and the other way 
about — many advantages of 
natural contacts can bonsai 
to facilitate teaching pro— 
cess. The analysis of inter 
ference problems in lingui— 
stic aspect requirea.tolist 
the potentially expected 
forms that can appear under 
the circumstances. This can 
be done by means of finding 

out identity or difference 
in any aspect of the langu— 
age, i.e. typological comp 
parison of languages. 
Under modern conditions, 
when international oral co- 
mmunication is being inten— 
sified, one of the main the 
oretical and practicaltasks 
of linguistics is to reduce 
foreign accent which is re— 
garded as a phonetic pheno- 
menon. Foreign a c c e n t  caus— 
es much trouble in communi- 
cating with native speakers 
the heaviest aggravation is 
on phonetic level. 
In linguistics one of the 
leading points of view on 
the problem of interrelati- 
on between perceptive and 
articulatory aspects lies 
in the question of double 
interference as a sourceof 
accent under the conditions 
of'mixed.bilinguism_because 
phonology of hearing condi- 
tions the phonology of spe— 
aking. In a number of works 
perceptive aspect is looked 
upon as a basical one.Thuaa 
perceptive basis (PB)  occu- 
piea a particular place 
alongside with the articu— 
latory one ( A B ) ;  PB is a 
unity of memory stored pat- 
terned phonetic units and 
the rules of comparison 
with them. 
Distinction in various 
languages can be expla— 
ined by difference in patt— 
erns of phonemes,  patterns 
of supersegmental units and 
the rules of comparisonwiih 
the patterns.In accordance 
with modern concept of me- 
chanism of speech percepti— 
on phoneme is of primaryim— 
portance in making up one‘s 
mind. Trubetskoy N.S.[4.59] 
underlined that the percep- 
tion of foreign language 
sounds is phonologically 
conditioned. It does not 
mean that a foreign langua— 
ge speaker interprets any 
unfamiliar sound as a known 
one, i.e. turns any sequen- 
ce into a sequence of nati— 
ve language phonemes. On 
the basis of the experimen— 
tal data available we can 
state that a man is capable 
of differentiating a larger 
number of sounds than the 
amount of phonemes in his 
MT. N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  this ca- 
pability of a person is al- 
so conditioned by phonolo— 
gical relations. when.per- 
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cepting the sounds which 
are absent in the MT the 
examines does not always 
place them as phonemes be- 
longing to his MT: rathera 
subtle differenciation is 
possible. It ground: on the 
pr0perties of perceptual 
processing of the sound si— 
gnals, knowledge of one or 
several of FL and individu— 
al capabilities of the exa— 
minees as well. ' 

Everything mentioned above 
testifies to the necessity 
to specify the traditional 
view on the perceptive abi- 
lities of a man. In this 
connection one of the im— 
portant tasks.is to find 
out the phonetic characte- 
ristics of sound sequence 
which are used in the act 
of perception. At the same 
time it would be wrong to 
forget that perception and 
(reÎproduction are the two 
sides of joint activity. 
numerous  a t t e m p t s  to reveal 
the dependance of gained 
results on the acoustic cha 
racteristics of perceived 
sounds testifies against 
p r e s e n c e  of direct connec- 
tion between perceptive & 
acoustic correlates. The 
experimental data illustra- 
te the presence of tight 
correlation between perce— 
ption and articulation [11. 
There is much interest in 
the results of the experim— 
entson speech sounds perce— 
ption which allowed to come 
to the conclusion that per— 
ceptive system is characte- 
rized by specific dependan— 
ce on certain languages,on 
the one hand,and common un— 
iversal traits, on the oth- 
er hand. For example, it is 
believed that the universa— 
lity of perceptive system 
manifests itself in thefafi 
that the most "hurtful" in 
languages are the Qpromin— 
ent" vowels /i—a-u/ et al. 
However, as the experiment— 
al data evidences the rela- 
tion of Specific and univen 
sal is beyond the limits of 
voice tone acoustic activi— 
ty (in particular with res- 
pect to the sounds mention- 
ed). The role of mechanism 
of contacting languages in- 
teraction is much more im— 
portant. If the main postu— 
late of this research reads 
that deviations from the 
normative pronunciation of 



thiwlanguage studied in the 
speech of a bilingual (poli- 
lingual) results from the 
contact of phonetic systems 
in MI and FL. Such "hurtfur 
points can be ticked out on 
the basis.of mechanisms of 
their interaction in contac- 
ting languages. Thun, there  

are attempts to group phone— 

nciples of their acoustic 
or articulatory similarity; 
one can find the following 
defenitions:"phonemes of 
close group","phonemes of 
relatively close group", 
"phonemes of distant group? 
"phonemes coinciding in MT 
and FL" and the like. 
In the classifications of 
this kind one can see the 
criteria that underlie the 
set of typology—yet it is 
difficult to understand 
what is meant as phonemes ,  

coinciding in MT and FL. 
It is quite doubtful that  
identical phonemes can 
exist in heterosystemic la— 
nguages, and the conclusion 
about coincidence of the 
whole number of English so— 

unds /p/,/b/./f/./s/ with 
the corresponding Russian 
phonemes is not convincing, 
because  two things are ig- 
nored: a clearly distingui- 
shable opposition in the sy 
stem of Russian consonants— 
palatal/hard sounds which 
do not occur in English 
(German) language and pho- 
neme distribution. At the 
same time the correlation 
of paired palatal—hard pho- 
nemes plays the leading ro— 
le in Russian consonatism 
because, firstly, the lar- 
gest amount of consonant 
phonemes are involved in 
this opposition and,  secon— 
dly, palatal—hard consonats 
influence grea t ly  the adja— 
cent vowels and cause the 
whole range of peculiariti- 
es in allophones of vowel 
phonemes in speech. 
how it is Just to the point 
t o  say that when carrying _ 

out a typological research 
not only the existence of 
this or that fact is to be 
taken to consideration but 
the place it ocupies Lathe 
System of the language un- 
der discussion. 
Taking the above—mentioned 
fact into account we can't 
ccnsiier such phonemes as 
?ernan ,s; :r ,f; ind Russ— 

ian /S/./s'/ and /f/./f'/ 
as identical ones ,  though 
there is some definite ar— 
ticulatory similiarity bet— 
ween them. The difficulty 
of mastering the identical 
German consonants is caused 
by the following peculiari— 
ties of Russian articulato— 
ry basis: 1) in position f+ 
+nonfront vowel or voice— 
less fricative consonant 
there is no additionalraise 
of the back part of the to— 
ngue; 2) in position f+fram 
vowel there is no additio— 
nal raise of the middle of 
the tongue; 3) in position 
f+voiced fricative there is 
no regressive assimilation. 

The latter case causes much 
difficulty for reproduction 
because of presence of two 
different processes in the 
systems of Russian, Ukrai— 
nian consonatism, on the 
one hand, and German conso— 
natism, on the other hand: 
regressive assimilation in 
voicing and progressive as— 
similation in devoicin , 
compare A(vg)anistan—A fg)— 
anistan. It would be a mis- 
take to come to the conclu- 
sion.that there are no di— 
fficulties in reception of 
the sounds alike. The res 
sults of perceptive tests 
show that the opposition 
voioing-devoicing in the 
German language is not so 
strong as in Russian or Uk— 
rainian [5.132], that is 
why the differentiation of 
German voiceless /Fortes/& 
voiced /Lenes/ consonants 

gives rise to many mistakes 
even in intervocal position 
(e.g. reise-reiBe). 
It is a good thing to menti 
on here A.Reformatsky's 
words: "The only place whe— 
re phonology does not feel 
at home is the methods of 
teaching pronunciation.cf a 
foreign language. Quite of— 
ten separate sounds as well 
as imaginary identical so- 
unds are of special atten— 
tion here"L2.5063. 
One of the key problems is 
to define distinct criteria 
of typological identity in 
groups of sounds in the la- 
nguages being conpared. The 
degree of similiarity (di— 
fference) of the elements 
in articulation of the com- 
pared  sounds can be regard— 
dad as such a criterion. It 
allows to group  the sounds 

accurately enough according 
to the degree of their ty— 
pological likeness. 
What is the degree the ar— 
ticulation elements should 
differ to place the sound 
of a FL in the group which 
has no analogue in MI? A 
clear—cut trait, whichshows 
the absence of analogue, is 
incompatibility of articu- 

latory actions in the ccm— 
pared languages. Thus, in 
the field of vocalism influ— 
ssian, Ukrainian and Enghsh 
articulatiry basses the fo— 
llowing articulatory acti- 
ons are incompatible: labi- 
alization+forelingual arti— 
culation. This situation 
excludes the possibility of 
labialized forelingual vo— 
wel appearance. in the pho— 
nological system of the la- 
nguages mentioned above in 
contrast to the Systems of 
German and French vocalism 
where these types of vowels 
are available. In Russian & 
Ukrainian articulatory ba— 
ses consonatism is charac— 
terized by incompatibility 
of the velum moving down & 
backlingual articulation 
which takes place when pro— 
nouncing English and German 
backlingual consonant En]. 
The opinion that the sounds 
which have no analogues in 
MT are mastered worse — is 
widely spread nowadays. Ne- 
vertheless, Scherba L.V. 
warned that particular di— 
fficulties are connected 
with the sounds which have 
analogues in MT. The sounds 
that have no analogues in 
MI a t t r a c t  our attention & 

thus are not identified 
with either sound in the 
MT and do not cause ambigu— 
ity [3]. 
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The results of tests carri- 
ed' out give us grounds to 
admit this statement to be 
true since the sounds which 
have no analogues in MT are 
differentiated better than 
the ones having certain co— 
rrespondence in MT. It can 
be explained by the liste— 
ner's attempt “to fit" the 
perceived signal into the 
zone of standard sound-type 
in MT identical as to its 
acoustic characteristics. 
When practicing pronunciati— 
on the similiarity of MT 
and FL is imaginary and 
"provocative" [2.510]. This 
regularity is illustrated 
by the data given in the 
table. 
It is demonstrated that 
German sounds /i/,/g/ which 
have relative analogues in 
Russian and Ukrainian lan— 
guages are worse mastered 

in perceptive and articula- 
tory aspects  than sounds 
/9/ and /g/ which have no 
analogues. There is a clear 
ly seen tendency within the 

sounds of the first group 
to increase the amount of 
errors in sound perception 
and articulation, particu— 
larly, when purposeful tra- 
ining is over. The skills 
of oral perception and pro— 
duction of sounds in the 
second group are much more 
stable. 
The use of the criterion of 
compatibility/incompatibi— 
lity in articulatory acti— 
ons at the process of sound 
production allows to reveal 
a clear—cut correlation be— 
tween articulatory and per— 
ceptive aspects of speech 
under multilingual conditi— 
ons. 
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